
Happy spring! I hope everyone is doing great and staying safe during these

challenging times.

The Flight Deck has been hard at work since we went remote a year ago, and I am very

proud of the work the team has done and the successes we’ve had. We have managed

to execute and exceed all of our target objectives for the year while navigating the

pandemic and ensuring everyone stayed safe.

Pivoting from in person problem basecamps, The Flight Deck (with the help from

Communitech) managed to expand the Education portfolio and execute 10 virtual

Design Thinking sessions, reaching and educating 340 members across the RCAF. We

are constantly looking at opportunities to expand our outreach and deliver

meaningful programs in hopes of changing the culture towards a more innovative

one.

We’ve told you in our previous Newsletter editions of the great work our SW Dev team

has done with HUD, COVID, and CBR projects. We get the best and the brightest

students from the University of Waterloo’s technical and non-technical programs, and

their merit and capability are reflected through these amazing products The Flight

Deck has delivered for the RCAF.

We are also very excited that The Flight Deck has gained a Dev Ops capability, by

merging with DivWerx lab, and can’t wait to expand our portfolio and tackle new

challenges for the RCAF!
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Springing into an exciting future 



On April 1st, 1924, the Canadian

Air Force officially adopted the

"Royal" prefix.

7 years later, the RCAF opened its

main training station in none

other than Trenton, Ontario.

This month in
RCAF history 
By: Caesar Feng 

Crack The Code
By: Shahil Patel 

Jack's Favourites
By: Jack Hall 

The Social Dilemma is a
captivating docudrama that

highlights and examines social

media's addictiveness, use in

politics, conspiracy theories, and its

impacts on mental health. I highly

recommend giving it a watch on

Netflix!

FORE!
By: Matthew Olsen 

Thanks to Ontario's newest lockdown, I can

confidently say that there has never been a

better time to pick up golf! If you're looking

for a safe but challenging activity to take on

this spring and summer, seek out a local

driving range, a set of cheap used clubs

online, and try it out! As a bonus, the 2021

Masters Tournament takes place this

weekend, so consider giving it a watch on

TSN to get in the mood! See if defending

champion, Dustin Johnson (pictured above),

can take glory again, or if a newer face, like

Bryson DeChambeau, can power their way

to the top!



Want to be featured

in our newsletter,

recommend 'friday

favourites' or just

want to chat?

Contact us at
hello@theflightdeck.ca


